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Abstract. Detailed processor simulation is extremely costly on large
benchmark suites, where each program may run for billions of instructions and take months of simulation time. We can obtain good approximate answers in less time using limited simulation, but deciding which
regions to simulate is a difficult problem. SimPoint is one approach for
choosing simulation regions, based on the k-means clustering algorithm.
We propose using an alternative clustering model based on a mixture
of exponential Dirichlet compound multinomial (EDCM) models. This
method outperforms k-means in performance prediction accuracy when
simulation budgets are limited. The EDCM mixture can cluster highdimension frequency vector data directly, without dimension reduction,
and trains quickly.

1

Introduction

When designing computer processors, it’s important to tune them for performance, power usage, size, etc. Software simulation is a widely used method for
evaluation. However, detailed performance evaluation on a simulator is extremely
slow. For example, it can take many months of real CPU time to evaluate a full
set of SPEC CPU benchmarks for one processor design. Worse, the number of
designs to evaluate grows exponentially with the number of parameters involved,
so full, detailed simulation is prohibitively slow.
The architecture community has investigated several ways of reducing simulation time, with some dramatic improvements. While it may take years of
CPU time to simulate a full benchmark suite, a good approximation might be
obtained in hours by limited simulation. Most of these approaches save time by
simulating only some parts of a benchmark and ignoring other parts. SimPoint
[1] uses k-means data clustering to identify patterns of behavior in a benchmark
program’s execution, and then uses detailed simulation on a sample of each
behavior to obtain a representative picture of the whole program’s execution.
⋆⋆
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The k-means algorithm works well for this application, but it has difficulty
operating on high-dimension data, like benchmark traces represented as basic
block vectors. Often, such programs will have more than 100,000 basic blocks
(dimensions). The difficulties of learning are due partly to the cost of processing
large amounts of data, and partly to the so-called ‘curse of dimensionality,’ which
requires the number of examples to grow exponentially with the dimension in
order to densely populate the input space.
SimPoint overcomes this difficulty by using random projections to reduce
the data’s dimensionality prior to clustering. However, it would be preferable
to use a clustering algorithm which could operate on the original data. Because
of this, we turn to methods that are more successful in high dimensions because they consider dimensions to be independent (the naı̈ve assumption) and
do not compute distances or joint probabilities. One example is the multinomial
distribution, often used in text clustering. Previous work [2, 3] has used mixtures of multinomials for clustering program traces, but with little success. The
multinomial model does not do well at modeling ‘bursty’ behaviors [4], or those
behaviors which are rare but occur repeatedly once they do occur (as we expect
in program execution traces).
In this paper, we use the exponential Dirichlet compound multinomial (EDCM)
for automatically identifying program phases, in place of k-means. The EDCM
is a new [5], efficient approximation of the Dirichlet compound multinomial (aka
the multivariate Pólya distribution). Both are related to the multinomial. The
EDCM has been used for clustering text documents, but not for clustering program executions. An EDCM mixture is efficient to train and can cluster in
the original space of inputs (more than 100,000 dimensions in our experiments)
without difficulty. To our knowledge, this is the first time that basic-block vector
program execution traces have been clustered in their original dimension.
For limited simulation budgets, EDCM clustering provides improved prediction error rates and lower prediction error variance compared with k-means. This
is important because small simulation budgets are where structured program
analysis is most useful, as opposed to techniques based on regular or random
sampling, like SMARTS [6]. Ultimately, this means less simulation time for the
same performance prediction accuracy.

2

Background and related work

We begin by discussing the need to reduce simulation time in large workloads.
We then discuss the data representation and learning problems for clustering
benchmarks. A brief review of related work then leads to the motivations for our
current work.
2.1

Detailed architectural simulation

Computer architecture uses simulation to determine the performance of new
processor designs. These simulations are on detailed software implementations
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of the processor design, occurring well before the fabrication of a real chip. One
type of study a designer may perform is a design space exploration, trying many
variants of a processor design. There are many variables that must be fine-tuned,
such as cache size, branch predictor type, etc. Thus, one general design may
lead to hundreds of variants, all of which need to be compared via simulation.
Simulation produces a set of summary statistics over a program’s execution, like
the cycles per instruction (CPI) rate, or the branch prediction error rate.
Detailed processor simulation is slow. The SPEC CPU2000 suite of benchmarks has 36 program/input pairs, and executes a total of approximately 4 trillion instructions. At a rate of 500 million instructions per hour for the detailed
mode (sim-outorder) of the SimpleScalar simulator [7], a detailed execution
of the entire set of SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks would require almost a year
of CPU time. And this must be done for each combination of parameters in a
design-space exploration, compounding the problem.
Since many programs have repetitive behaviors, it is excessive to simulate a
program’s entire execution. A solution is to simulate small portions that will be
representative of the entire execution. Of course, choosing which portions to use
is an important problem. A simple technique is to simulate a small contiguous
region of each program, starting at the beginning or some fixed offset (e.g. after one billion executed instructions). However, the simulated interval may not
be representative of the whole program. By sampling throughout the program,
the results are much better. This has led to approaches such as SimPoint and
SMARTS [6], among others.
2.2

Representation and learning

Sherwood et al. [8] identified that a key to predicting performance of a program
is the code it is executing. They developed a basic block vector (BBV) representation for program traces, in which a program’s execution is divided into
non-overlapping time intervals. The intervals can be fixed-length (e.g. every 100
million executed instructions), or variable-length (e.g. on the boundary of every
nth procedure call). Before detailed simulation, each interval is profiled using
a fast simulation model to determine which basic blocks execute during that
interval. A basic block is an atomic unit of program execution, having one entry
and one exit. Each interval has its own BBV, which starts with all zero values.
When the interval is profiled, if basic block d executes, the dth entry in the BBV
is incremented by the number of instructions in that basic block. Each program
typically has thousands of basic blocks (e.g. the programs in SPEC CPU2000
range from 2,039 to 103,308). In a machine learning context, the number of basic
blocks is the dimensionality, and each BBV is an example.
The learning problem is then to identify program behaviors, sample a subset
of program intervals which are representative of these behaviors, and compute a
set of weights indicating the proportion of execution each behavior represents.
Simulating only the sample and using the weights to combine the results gives an
estimate of the performance of the whole program. Researchers can simulate a
disjoint sample of intervals by either fast-forwarding (using faster, non-detailed
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simulation) between detailed simulation intervals, or by checkpointing (saving
the state of the system) right before the detailed simulation regions.
2.3

SimPoint and k-means

The SimPoint project [1] proposed using data clustering on the BBVs of a program’s execution to identify its key behaviors. After dividing the intervals into k
clusters, each cluster contains BBVs with similar execution patterns, regardless
of when they execute (temporal information is not used in clustering). SimPoint
then chooses k intervals (‘simulation points’), one from each cluster, to be simulated in detail. Associated with each simulation point is a weight which corresponds to the size of its cluster. After performance statistics have been gathered
on these simulation points with detailed simulation, a weighted combination of
their statistics gives an estimate of the performance of the entire program.
SimPoint employs the k-means algorithm for clustering. The advantages of
this algorithm are that it is easily implemented and efficient. Various optimizations are also available because of the hard-assignment property of the algorithm
(each example belongs completely to exactly one cluster). However, k-means
makes several limiting assumptions. For example, each cluster has the same
spherical covariance. Also, k-means suffers somewhat from the curse of dimensionality since it uses distances for comparing examples, and, in high dimension,
most examples appear to be far apart.
To combat the difficulties of high dimension, SimPoint uses random linear projection [9] prior to clustering. This technique uses a small number of
randomly-chosen vectors onto which the original BBVs are linearly projected.
Previous work showed that 15 dimensions are sufficient to obtain good results
with SimPoint [10]. Projection also dramatically reduces the run time of k-means,
as the projected BBVs are much smaller than the original vectors.
2.4

Related work

Other researchers have used various profiling techniques to categorize program
behavior or stability. Early work by Denning and Schwartz identified that programs often have repetitive usage patterns for memory areas, called working
sets [11]. Balasubramonian et al. [12] used hardware counters to collect statistics
about performance over time, such as branch miss rates, CPI, etc. Looking at
these statistics allowed them to identify changes in behavior so caches might be
dynamically reconfigured. Dhodapkar and Smith [13–15] pointed out a relationship between program behaviors and instruction working sets, and that changes
in the former can be correlated to changes in the latter.
Clustering models other than k-means did not fare as well as what we present
here. A mixture of multinomial models, proposed by Sanghai et al. [2], did not
significantly improve on the k-means algorithm, as shown by Hamerly et al. [3].
The multinomial mixture had difficulty in high dimension, did not improve on
the predicted error rates, and random projection is not as straightforward to use
for multinomials as for k-means. Other experiments we have performed, which
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we don’t report here, showed that general Gaussian mixture models (which are
similar to k-means models) also do not improve performance prediction significantly over k-means. The IDDCA approach [16] and others offer some improved
performance in clustering efficiency over k-means by using a single-pass training
phase, instead of multiple passes like k-means. However, the focus of this paper
is in high accuracy in performance prediction for small simulation budgets, so
we are less concerned about the cost of clustering. Thus we compare our method
in this paper with k-means-based SimPoint, as it is widely used, efficient, and
makes accurate predictions.
2.5

Motivation for our approach

We wish to perform a SimPoint-style clustering analysis on basic block vectors
and sample cluster representatives for the purposes of simulation. However, we
wish to do this without the use of random projections and with a statistical
model that is better at representing bursty program behavior [4]—those behaviors which are rare but occur repeatedly once they do occur.
While SimPoint operates well using k-means for clustering and random linear
projections to make the problem tractable, we want to learn a clustering of the
original data without having to use dimension reduction. There are three reasons
for this. First, a pair of true, well-separated clusters could collapse together in
the projected space. If this happens, the two unrelated true clusters cannot be
separated by a clustering algorithm. This problem is unlikely to occur if the
projected space is sufficiently large [9, 17], but it is still a difficulty. Second, if we
want to analyze the original unprojected data, we must map back to the original
space after clustering in the projected space. While not difficult, it requires
extra computation and effort. Third, random projection adds nondeterminism,
which makes it more difficult to perform repeatable research. Further, different
projections may lead to different clusterings without a clear method to choose
among them.
Existing approaches (e.g. k-means or multinomial mixtures) also do not account for bursty data. Many programs have this property, as they often spend
time in loops over the same code regions. If a piece of code executes once within
a time interval, we observe that it will be likely to execute again (perhaps many
times) in that interval. Figure 1 shows how program execution data is bursty, for
rare basic blocks as well as common basic blocks. Compare this figure to Figure
1 in [4], as evidence that program execution exhibits bursty behavior, like word
occurrences in text documents. The EDCM is a probability distribution that is
good at modeling such bursty behavior.

3

Methodology

In this section, we describe using the EDCM mixture model to automatically
classify workload execution behaviors. The EDCM mixture operates on the same
BBV data that SimPoint analyzes, but in the original dimension rather than
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Fig. 1. The probability of seeing the given number of executed instructions within
one interval for basic blocks which are common (top 5% of basic blocks, in terms
of occurrence frequency), average (next 10%), and rare (remaining 85%). This graph
shows an average over the SPEC CPU2000 suite of benchmarks. The curves tend to
level off and form long tails, which indicate burstiness. A non-bursty source’s curve
should decrease exponentially.

having to rely on random linear projections to reduce the data’s dimension. We
discuss basic clustering questions that arise from this application, such as how
we train EDCM mixtures, how we choose cluster representatives, and how one
might select the number of clusters that should be used.
3.1

The EDCM and its relatives

The EDCM is an approximation of the DCM (Dirichlet compound multinomial),
which is a relative of the multinomial probability distribution. The EDCM possesses several useful properties which allow it to perform well in our domain
with high dimension and bursty code execution behaviors. For what follows, we
discuss single instances of each type of distribution, which is one cluster in a
clustering model. For clustering, we use a mixture of k EDCM distributions.
Multinomial A multinomial distribution defines a probability for a vector x,
which contains the counts of occurrences of D mutually exclusive events. For a
fixed multinomial distribution,P
each feature xd (1 ≤ d ≤ D) has probability θd
of occurring
(with
constraints
d θd = 1 and 0 ≤ θd ≤ 1). We observe n events
P
(n = d xd ) and compute the joint probability of those events using
n!
P r(x|θ) = QD

D
Y

d=1 xd ! d=1

θdxd .

(1)
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As xd increases, the P (x|θ) decreases (because usually θd < 1). In bursty phenomena like programs, however, we expect that if a basic block is executed once,
then it is likely to be executed again soon due to temporal locality. Thus, we do
not want to penalize repeated events by reducing probabilities as severely as the
multinomial distribution does.
Dirichlet compound multinomial The Dirichlet compound multinomial (DCM)
is a variant of the multinomial model [18]. Its construction allows it to model
bursty behavior.The DCM can be considered a distribution over multinomial distributions. The probability of generating a vector x (e.g. a basic block vector)
using the DCM with parameter vector α is
D
Γ (s) Y Γ (xd + αd )
,
Γ (s + n)
Γ (αd )
d=1 xd !
d=1

n!
P r(x|α) = QD

(2)

P
P
with n = d xd and s = d αd . Note that unlike the multinomial’s θd , the DCM
parameters (αd ) and EDCM parameters (βd , discussed next) are not required to
sum to one.
Exponential Dirichlet compound multinomial The EDCM distribution
is an approximation of the DCM that brings it into the family of exponential
distributions. Exponential distributions are useful because they are easy to evaluate and their parameters are simple to estimate. Elkan [5] proposed the EDCM,
noting that the vector representation of a text document is likely to be sparse,
because most documents contain only a small subset of the entire vocabulary.
Basic block vectors are also sparse; on average, over 86% of the entries are zero
(for the data we consider). Elkan shows a DCM approximation can be made if
α ≪ 1, which we find to be true for the majority of basic blocks in BBV data.
The EDCM is formulated as
D
Y
Γ (s)
βd .
Γ (s + n)
d:xd ≥1 xd
d:xd ≥1

P r(x|β) = QD

n!

(3)

Here, β is used to distinguish the parameters of the
α, the paramP EDCM fromP
eters of the DCM. Similar with Equation 2, n = d xd and s = d βd .
Burstiness An event is considered bursty if, when it occurs once, it is likely to
occur many times within a short time [19, 20]. Madsen et al. [4] performed analysis on a corpus of text documents and defined three different groups of words:
common, average, and rare. The rare words comprised 89% of the vocabulary
but only 8% of all the word occurrences in the text documents. These occurrences are very important, though, because they serve as markers to help identify
document content. In Figure 1, we show a similar analysis for basic blocks that
illustrate that they too have bursty behavior, due to temporal locality. For example, if a benchmark contains a tight loop, the basic blocks within the loop
will occur many times within the interval that contains that loop.
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EM learning for a mixture of EDCMs

Before this section, we used xd to denote the dth element of the single vector
x. From here on, our discussion focuses on a collection of example vectors. We
introduce a second subscript and use xi to denote the ith vector in a collection
X, and xid to denote the dth element of that vector.
To cluster BBVs, we use a mixture of k EDCM distributions. The mixture
trains on the BBVs, and after training each EDCM represents a probability
density for one cluster, or phase. Each cluster has its own set of β parameters
for the EDCM as well as a prior probability for the cluster (where the sum of
the priors is one). The learning goal is to estimate a suitable set of parameters
for the β vector of each cluster and the prior probabilities for the clusters.
We use the standard expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for learning
an EDCM mixture for a fixed number of clusters, k. We start with a random
set of initial β values and a set of uniform priors (a randomized M-step). Each
E-step calculates the membership probability P (cj |xi ) for the jth cluster cj and
example xi , according to Bayes’ rule. Each M-step chooses the cluster priors
and β values that maximize the likelihood of the model based on the current
expected memberships. The training proceeds with alternating E and M steps
until the models converge. The interested reader is referred to Elkan’s paper [5]
for details of the algorithm.
Since the EM algorithm can get stuck at local optima which are far from
the global optimum, it is customary to use several randomized restarts of the
algorithm. Each restart uses a different random initialization, and is allowed
to run to convergence. Among the different models learned, we choose the one
having the best likelihood.

3.3

Choosing simulation points

After performing clustering, we must select a representative (simulation point)
from each cluster to simulate in detail. We examine several different methods of
choosing simulation points from our final clusterings. Let the notation sj denote
the interval chosen as the simulation point for cluster cj .
Mode (highest probability) Because the EDCM is a probability distribution, each example xi is assigned a probability P r(xi |cj ) by cluster cj . Choose
a representative for cluster cj by finding the example xi with the highest
probability in that cluster: sj = arg maxxi ∈cj P r(xi |βj ).
Smallest Lp distance Compute the centroid,
x̄j , of each cluster cj as the mean
P
of the examples within it: x̄j = |c1j | xi ∈cj xi . Choose xi with the smallest
P
1/p
D
p
Lp distance to x̄j : sj = arg minxi ∈cj
. For p = 2, this
d=1 |xid − x̄jd |
is called the straight-line (or Euclidean) distance; for p = 1, this is the called
the Manhattan distance.
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Experimental evaluation

We use EDCM mixtures to cluster the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite. Each
benchmark’s execution has been split into fixed-length intervals of 100 million
instructions each. We rely on the work of others—each of these benchmarks
has been simulated in its entirety [1] on the SimpleScalar simulator [7]—for the
true metrics of performance on a per-interval basis. The simulated CPU uses
the Alpha Instruction Set Architecture, and each binary is compiled with full
optimizations. For full details on the simulated CPU, see [10].
To evaluate the accuracy of our approach, we compare our method’s predicted
performance in terms of weighted average CPI (cycles per instruction) with the
true average CPI as obtained from full simulation. We compare the prediction
performance of the EDCM, implemented in MATLAB, with the current version
of k-means implemented in SimPoint. We choose simulation points for EDCM
using the L1 distance to cluster means. SimPoint selects simulation points using
L2 distance to the cluster means.
The underlying assumption behind SimPoint is that basic block vectors with
similar behavior will accordingly exhibit similar performance metrics (e.g. CPI).
An important point is that we do not use the CPI metrics for clustering; we only
use the basic block vectors.
4.1

Prediction accuracy and model complexity

Our first question is whether or not EDCM mixture models find clusterings that
are suitable for predicting simulation metrics. We compare EDCM mixtures to
SimPoint (using k-means) for different fixed simulation budgets. We run each
method with different numbers of clusters (values of k), and each value of k
represents a simulation budget for which we compare performance prediction of
the two methods.
A primary concern in processor design is the amount of time spent in detailed simulation, which is directly proportional to the number of clusters (and
therefore number of selected simulation points) a program’s execution is broken
into, and the size of each simulation point. This leads the practitioner to prefer
fewer simulation points. Therefore, we examine the results of clustering and prediction using EDCM mixture models and k-means for values of k in the range of
2 to 15. For each value of k, we cluster all 36 program/input pairs in the SPEC
CPU2000 suite of benchmarks, generate k simulation points, and calculate the
predicted average CPI of the program/input pair using these selected intervals
of program execution.
We make several points of comparison between the prediction errors of EDCM
mixture models and k-means. The first comparison is the average amount of
prediction error made per value of k, where the average is taken across the
36 different program/input pairs in the benchmark suite. The bars in Figure
2 show that for smaller values of k, the EDCM provides better accuracy at
predicting average CPI values. Above a certain value of k (about k ≥ 8), the
two methods both provide less than 2% prediction error, on average. Figure 2 also

CPI Prediction Error (%)
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Fig. 2. This plot shows the mean CPI prediction error, plus one standard deviation
(STD), of EDCM and k-means clustering for k=2 to 15 clusters. Each bar represents the
average and standard deviation of the errors across all 36 SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks.
It’s clear that for small simulation budgets (i.e. small k), EDCM clustering gives better
prediction performance (lower prediction error). It also gives more consistent prediction
performance, with a smaller standard deviation for the smaller values for k.

shows the standard deviation, as errorbars, of the predicted CPI values across
all program/input pairs per value of k. Again, we see that for smaller values
of k, EDCM mixture models provide predictions that have smaller standard
deviations than k-means. This is significant because it means that the EDCM is
doing a more consistent job at making accurate predictions.
Figure 3 compares the maximum prediction error per value of k for both clustering methods. This graph shows that when EDCM mixture models do perform
poorly (on particularly difficult program/input pairs where small values of k may
not be enough to capture the range of program behaviors), they still outperform
k-means clustering. In fact, we see that as k increases, the EDCM’s maximum
CPI prediction error drops much more quickly than does the same measure
for k-means. Once both methods have enough clusters (k is large enough) to
capture subtle differences in program behavior, the maximum error for both is
consistently low.
Thus we see that the EDCM mixture is consistently better at clustering
program phase behavior and predicting CPI performance for small simulation
budgets (small values of k). For large simulation budgets, most methods of selecting simulation regions will work well, because a larger sample affords more
opportunities for the sample to represent the program as a whole. However,
when simulation budgets are limited and small, we still want to obtain the most
accurate predictions possible, and this is where the EDCM mixture is the clear
winner.
There are several reasons to expect that the EDCM mixture is a better model
for program behavior for small samples. Frist, the SimPoint method with kmeans operates on a reduced-dimension version of the original frequency vector

Max CPI Prediction Error (%)
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Fig. 3. This plot shows the maximum CPI prediction error of EDCM and k-means
clustering for k=2 to 15 clusters. Each bar represents the maximum CPI prediction
error across all 36 SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. For small k, EDCM gives lower maximum errors, making its results more useful than k-means for evaluating performance
across all benchmarks.

data. Dimension reduction can cause some clusters which were naturally far
apart to overlap when projected. While this will happen infrequently, the EDCM
avoids this problem altogether, since it operates on the original data.
Second, the EDCM mixture incorporates a prior probability for each cluster,
meaning that some clusters can be larger and others smaller (with respect to
the percentage of the number of frequency vectors in each cluster). The k-means
algorithm uses uniform prior probabilities (which are implicit in the algorithm),
meaning that k-means clusters tend to have the same size. This difference allows EDCM to be more flexible than k-means at fitting the naturally occurring
clusters when those clusters have varying sizes. Figure 4 shows how the cluster
sizes vary for both clustering methods. We report this as the standard deviation
of cluster sizes averaged over all benchmarks for k from 2 to 15. Cluster sizes
are measured as percentages of the total execution, so if three clusters contain
500, 300, and 200 frequency vectors, then their sizes are reported as 0.5, 0.3,
and 0.2, respectively. We can see that EDCM has consistently higher standard
deviations, indicating that it is finding clusters whose sizes vary more than the
clusters found by k-means, whose clusters tend to be more uniformly sized.
Third, the basic model of a cluster in the k-means algorithm is a spherical
Gaussian, where the variance of the Gaussian is the same across all clusters
(these attributes are also implicit in the algorithm). While the spherical Gaussian
is a reasonable model that is widely used for clustering, it is not as flexible
or appropriate as the EDCM which explicitly models the counts in frequency
vectors.
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Fig. 4. This plot shows the standard deviation of the size of each cluster for EDCM and
k-means. Higher bars indicate more variation in cluster size, while lower bars indicate
more uniform cluster sizes. The EDCM mixture, which explicitly incorporates a prior
probability for each cluster, can recognize clusters of more varying sizes. Each bar
represents the standard deviation over all benchmarks for each k. Each cluster size is
measured as the number of vectors in the cluster divided by the number of vectors in
the whole benchmark.

4.2

Choosing representatives

Once we have a clustering of basic block vectors (i.e. program execution intervals) with an EDCM mixture, we need to then select a single interval as the
representative, or simulation point, for that cluster. SimPoint uses the interval
whose basic block vector is closest (in Euclidean, or L2 distance) to the k-means
center, which is the geometric mean of the vectors in the cluster.
We investigate several different methods for choosing cluster representatives
from the clusterings induced by the EDCM mixture model. Using the methods
outlined in Section 3.3, we found that using the L1 (Manhattan) distance to
choose simulation points resulted in prediction with the lowest percent error.
It’s not surprising that L1 distance outperforms L2 distance. BBVs have a
large number of dimensions, and others have shown that in high dimension, for
the Lp distance metric, lower values for p give more meaningful results than
higher p [21].
We initially suspected that using probabilities for selecting simulation points
would yield good results, but it did not. We discovered that certain basic blocks
exhibit very bursty behavior, such as a single basic block occurring up to 107
times in one interval. The EDCM does not penalize bursty behavior as much as
(e.g.) the multinomial. So while the EDCM can represent bursty data well, this
causes problems when asking for the most probable vector from the distribution.
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Time and space complexity

The time and space complexity of the EM algorithm for training an EDCM
mixture is linear in the number of clusters, the number of basic block vectors,
and the dimension of the data. All these are comparable to the linearity of kmeans for the same attributes. Both algorithms will also depend on the number
of required iterations (but a reasonable average-case bound on this is an open
question in machine learning [22]).
A direct comparison of the running times of EDCM and k-means on this
application should consider the amount of raw data that each is processing. Since
it does not reduce dimension, the EDCM mixture is operating on approximately
1,500 times more data than does k-means with its projected datasets. This figure
is adjusting for the fact that some basic blocks never execute and are pruned by
our EDCM implementation.
In our experiments, running the EDCM to cluster the 36 benchmarks in the
SPEC CPU2000 suite, with 5 random restarts per k (2 ≤ k ≤ 15) takes about
50 hours on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium 4 computer with 2 GiB of RAM. Running
k-means with the same configuration takes 771 seconds. Both approaches use
single-threaded (non-parallel) code, but clustering separate benchmarks is easily
parallelized by clustering one benchmark per available processor.
There are several reasons for the difference in running time. First, SimPoint
is highly optimized for the application at hand, and is written in C++, while
our EDCM mixture is written in MATLAB and is currently not optimized (we
plan to provide an optimized version in future work). Second, as we mentioned,
EDCM is actually processing 1,500 times more data than k-means. When viewed
in this light, the EDCM mixture is actually quite fast. Finally, it’s not necessary
to cluster for all values of k if the desired k is known in advance. This will cut
clustering time dramatically.
We emphasize that architecture researchers are willing to spend this time
clustering benchmarks, since the later simulations will usually take a much larger
proportion of time. For example, a small architectural exploration of just 30
different configurations would take 90 days with the sim-outorder simulator
from SimpleScalar. This is assuming 500 million instructions per hour, with 1
billion instructions simulated for each of the 36 SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks.
Compared with this, the amount of work done in choosing simulation points is
relatively tiny.

5

Conclusions and future work

The purpose of SimPoint is to cluster program traces in order to choose representative intervals (simulation points). Detailed simulations are expensive, so
researchers need methods that reduce the amount of a benchmark they have
to simulate in order to get accurate ideas of overall performance statistics. SimPoint does a good job of clustering benchmark data with the k-means algorithm,
and choosing simulation points. These simulation points are run through new
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hardware designs simulated in software, offering accurate predictions about performance without requiring the entire benchmark to be fully simulated.
We proposed using EDCM mixture models to cluster the same data as kmeans, and we found that EDCM mixtures provide very accurate prediction
performance. For fixed simulation budgets, a researcher will want to spend as
little time as possible in simulation, translating into a desire for fewer simulation
points and smaller values of k. For small values of k (2 ≤ k ≤ 8, which equates
to 200 to 800 million detailed instructions simulated), we find that the EDCM
mixture model outperforms k-means. We see that the average error, variance in
the errors of the predictions, and the maximum prediction error using the EDCM
are all lower on the SPEC CPU2000 suite of benchmarks than using k-means.
For larger values of k (k > 10), the two methods both predict performance with
around 1% error, on average.
The EDCM mixture offers more than empirical reasons why it is a favorable
clustering model. First, it is able to use the entire dimension of the data. In
practice, k-means requires dimension reduction before it can begin clustering,
which may collapse true clusters of behavior, causing information about the data
to be lost to k-means. Second, the EDCM mixture is able to handle bursty data
well. Third, the EDCM mixture is a probability density function that assigns
probabilities to each example, giving nice statistical interpretations to our data
that k-means does not offer.
Future work includes implementing an optimized version of the EDCM mixture algorithm implemented in the SimPoint software, so that others may use it.
We also want to further analyze the phenomenon of burstiness in program traces,
examine the differences between the clusterings generated by SimPoint and the
EDCM mixture, and leverage the probabilities assigned to each example by the
EDCM mixture. The current work uses BBVs of a fixed length. It would be interesting to examine the dynamics of clustering intervals with variable lengths.
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